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Janet's Qualities
disciplined, analytical, technical, intense, sceptical, systematic, vigilant, private, logical, adaptable, enduring, possessive,
persistent, responsible, attentive, tolerant, probing, reflective, suspicious
Janet's Foundations
Ensures quality and standards are maintained
Works logically and steadily
Works in an organised and systematic manner in order to reach the 'perfect' solution
A logical thinker who is attentive to detail
Evaluates consequences before making decisions
Janet's Working style
Janet is a meticulous, steady, thorough individual who tends to be quite logical. She is outwardly calm and contained, but
is technically correct and sensitive. Janet is a naturally hard worker who will smooth controversial situations and will not
make quick or un-researched decisions. Janet can be suspicious, probing and shrewd in an attempt to think through all
possible avenues, prior to acting. She values sincerity, genuineness and standards. Although non-aggressive, she can be
rather steadfast in a private way, particularly because she knows that she is usually correct.
Janet has a need to feel appreciated and respected at work. She appreciates clear guidelines for a task and she has a
desire to complete her work steadily and without pressure. She is a consistent worker, but needs to be allowed to work at
her own pace if the best results are to be obtained. Janet strives to be a good organiser. She may have the ability to work
well at practical and craft skills. She is also able to apply patience and an eye for detail to a task. Janet is mild, very
accommodating and can fit into social or working environments with quiet ease, especially those which are familiar and
comfortable to her.
As a patient and deliberate person, Janet will offer any organisation her loyal and unswerving support when she has an
environment free from fast paced change. She has an underlying need to deliver her very best in a quiet and helpful way.
Janet will use her specialist and technical skills with diligence and persistence, to solve problems.
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